Visibility and security are two things that commercial and business locations should have to ensure that the RIGHT RESOURCES are granted the RIGHT ACCESS. Salamander provides you with a credentialing solution so you know which employees, vendors, and visitors are coming in and out of your place of business.

If an incident occurs, the solution has the ability to merge the incident with local jurisdiction to create a common operating picture for emergency management to take command of the incident.

**TAG**
- TAG all employees, vendors, visitors, equipment, etc.
- Quickly create TAGs on-the-spot when needed
- Easily check-in and check-out personnel by scanning a QR code
- Supports NIMS federal standards

**TRACK**
- TRACK all activity generated by scanned TAGs, including time and attendance
- Utilize tablets and smartphones for remote tracking
- Establish security tiers that only allows specific people / groups in certain designated areas
- Simply integrate with 3rd party security systems

**REPORT**
- Have real-time visibility of on-site activity
- Connect incidents with local emergency management to create a common operating picture
- Easily pull comprehensive reports with real-time and timestamped activity
COMMERCIAL & BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

GIS MAPPING
Use satellite map imagery with real-time plotted resource locations in SalamanderLive via TAG APP.

COMMAND
Analyze, manage, and reposition resources in a simple ICS chart view with drag-and-drop functionality.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Import equipment, pull reports, and set up alerts to have full visibility to your inventory.

RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS FOR COMMERCIAL & BUSINESS

TAG APP
Allow resources to check-in and check-out of an incident or event in real-time with their mobile phone.

INVENTORY APP
TRACK the status of equipment by personnel allocation and link the issuance of an asset to an event or incident.

SIV
Perform real-time verification to ensure resources coming on-site are active, vetted, and qualified.

TRACK APP
Instantly TRACK the location of resources anytime, know their qualifications, and conduct PAR.

RAPID TAG
Quickly create visitor IDs by capturing drivers license information to instantly TRACK people on-site.

GIS MAPPING
ON-SITE MONITORING OF REAL-TIME TRACKING

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
OFF-SCENE VISIBILITY WITH LOCAL JURISDICTION

COMMAND
COMMERCIAL / BUSINESS
SALAMANDERLIVE™

VISITOR TAGGING
ON-SCENE IDENTIFICATION & ACCESS CLEARANCE

SALAMANDERLIVE™
COMMERCIAL & BUSINESS SOLUTIONS